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Successful Program Management: Complexity Theory, Communication, and LeadershipAuerbach Publications, 2013

	Complexity theory is a great, untapped resource in the field of management. Experts agree that it can be a powerful tool for managing complex and virtual programs, but there is little material available to guide program managers on how to use complexity theory to communicate and lead effectively.

	

	Filling this void,...


		

Mastering Autodesk Revit MEP 2015: Autodesk Official PressSybex, 2014

	The definitive guide to Autodesk Revit MEP


	The expert author team for this Autodesk Official Press book has employed their years of experience to develop this exhaustive reference and tutorial, which is perfectly paced to cover all the core concepts and functionality of Revit MEP including:

	
		Navigating the...



		

Computer Science and Educational Software Design: A Resource for Multidisciplinary Work in Technology Enhanced LearningSpringer, 2011

	
		Developing educational software requires thinking, problematizing, representing, modeling, implementing and analyzing pedagogical objectives and issues, as well as conceptual models and software architectures. Computer scientists face the difficulty of understanding the particular issues and phenomena to be taken into account in...







		

At the Wilderness Edge: The Rise of the Antidevelopment Movement on Canada's West Coast (Volume 11)McGill-Queen, 2019

	
		Vancouver prides itself on being a green city, and the west coast is known for its active environmental protest culture. But the roots of this mentality reach far beyond the founding of organizations such as Greenpeace. Small campaigns led by local community groups from the 1960s onward left a lasting impact on the region. At the...


		

Public Libraries in the Smart CityPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		Far from heralding their demise, digital technologies have lead to a dramatic transformation of the public library. Around the world, libraries have reinvented themselves as networked hubs, community centres, innovation labs, and makerspaces. Coupling striking architectural design with attention to ambience and comfort, libraries have...


		

How to Cheat at IT Project ManagementSyngress Publishing, 2005
Unlike any other book you'll find, this IT project management book synthesizes project management fundamentals, IT processes and procedures, and business fundamentals. Learn how to align your IT projects to the company's strategic objectives. Also learn how to determine which project will solve the right problem at the right time while still...





		

Final Cut Pro HD Hands-On TrainingPeachpit Press, 2004
As the first volume in Lynda Weinman's acclaimed HOT (Hands-On Training) series to cover Apple's video editing powerhouse, this is the guide you've been waiting for! In these pages, you'll find a series of hands-on tutorials that guide you through all stages of editing video with Final Cut Pro HD. As you follow the book's step-by-step instructions...

		

CSS Instant Results (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
With the latest generation of modern browsers expanding support for CSS 3, it is an exciting time in the CSS world. Featuring ten ready-to-use projects on the book's CD-ROM, this helpful reference dives into working code so you can rapidly master the increasingly diverse applications web designers can use with CSS, including some that previously...

		

CherryPy Essentials: Rapid Python Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2007
This book covers the CherryPy library for Python web development from its history and installation through its main features and core concepts to its integration with Python and other products to construct, test, and deploy a sample photoblog application. The author Sylvain Hellegouarch is dedicated to the development of free software projects and...





		

Eating the IT Elephant: Moving from Greenfield Development to BrownfieldIBM Press, 2008
A Practical, Start-to-Finish Approach to Managing, Evolving, and Transforming Legacy IT Systems
 

For every IT executive, manager, architect, program leader, project leader, and lead analyst

 

...

		

Mastering AutoCAD 2010 and AutoCAD LT 2010Sybex, 2009
Welcome to Mastering AutoCAD 2010 and AutoCAD LT 2010. As many readers have already discovered, this book is a unique blend of tutorial and reference that includes everything you need to get started and stay ahead with AutoCAD. With this edition, you get coverage of the latest features of both AutoCAD 2010 and AutoCAD LT 2010, plus the latest...

		

Visual C# 2010 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2010

	Mastering the development of .NET 4.0 applications in C# is less about knowing the Visual C# 2010 language and more about knowing how to use the functionality of the .NET Framework class library most effectively. Visual C# 2010 Recipes explores the breadth of the .NET Framework class library and provides specific solutions to common...
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